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Part I
Introduction
I am very fascinated with finding out how business people react to BI reports. I had recently given a
presentation to the MD of one of my client companies. I thought I had made a great sales analysis
report. There were lots of bells and whistles, lots of graphs and tabulations and dashboards. As they say
I had my ‘collar-up’ and I thought I was the greatest techie in the world when I went into the board
room to give the presentation. I flashed all the various colorful reports to him. When I finished, he
looked at me and said ‘Sanjay, I already know what I have sold. I need to know what I have not sold,
what opportunities have got missed out. How can you help me in that ?’.
The wind went out of my sails. This really set me thinking. What do business users really want?
How can I design a BI report which shows people stuff that is not easily seen? How can a report make
people see what is ‘under the hood’ ? How can I quickly take them to actionable points ?
I realized that BI technologies should not be used just to automate the information process.
They should be used to improve the information content and help decision makers get

business

benefits out of their investment in BI.
In this article I discuss four design principles which you can use to make actionable reports.
These are :

 Looking under the Hood
 Relative and not just absolute
 Give early warning signals
 Don’t trust the law of averages
These principles are explained in the following paragraphs with some examples and visuals.

Looking Under the Hood
Suppose you are the CEO/CFO of a group of companies having various divisions and business lines. You
have been given the Profit / Loss Report for the month of October, and on scanning the same you find
that the top line is slightly below than the budgeted number. This report given to you is in Excel. If you

wish to see the company-wise or business-line wise breakup of sales, then you have to refer to another
sheet. This is traditional MIS, and this is the MIS in most companies. The report you get is something like
this :
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You have hired a whiz-kid BI team which creates a report which is similar to the one as above. However
now you can get a color coded status of each item. You can now also drill down or filter to a company
or business line level. At the lower level you can see if that division has been performing well or not.
That’s BI, but still not the full bang for the buck. This is what you will get :

Figure 2

However, the user has to still drill each line to find out whether the lower level entities are performing
well or not. While the user will be initially fascinated with the possibilities of such a report, soon he will
find it rather tiresome to drill down each line to find which the underperforming segment is. Can we
make his job even simpler ?
With a little bit of further work, we can bring an indicator on the top line to tell the user that there is
some problem under the hood. If the indicator is green, it would mean that everything at the lower level
is fine. But if the indicator is red, it would mean that the user needs to drill down .
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In the above screenshot for company 1 C6, you can see that the actual sales F6 is higher than the
budgeted sales E6. Therefore there is a positive variance, indicated by a green up arrow in cell H6.
However in the cell G6, you see a var. indicator showing a red down arrow. This is designed to mean that
while the overall variance is positive, there are certain SBU’s within the company, column D6, which are
having an unfavorable variance. With this indicator, the user now knows that company 1 should be
drilled down into its SBU’s and checks their performance. When he expands company 1 the user sees
the following :
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Here the user sees that within company 1, sbu b and sbu c are having an unfavorable variance. These
types of indicators, which tell the user at a top level that there is a problem at a lower level are
extremely useful.

Relative and not just Absolute
While absolute numbers are necessary to appreciate the size and the reach of business, sometimes they
can be misleading. The absolute numbers must be seen along with the relative numbers to truly
understand the impact of business changes.
Suppose you are reading a Profit / Loss statement which have Budget, Actual and Variance columns.
The variance is calculated as Actual – Budget. If the sales have reduced, the variance column will show a
negative number, which is an unfavorable variance. If the COGS (cost of goods sold) has reduced, the
variance column will show a positive number, which is a favorable variance. But hold on, is the reduction
on COGS really a favorable or an unfavorable variance ? The absolute difference will not tell you the real
story. Suppose the COGS to Sales ratio in budget was 65%, but the same COGS to Sales ratio in actual
numbers is say 68%, it means that your relative cost has gone up, though your absolute amounts have
reduced !
In the following report, you would see both the absolute as well as the relative indicators. This
immediately highlights the problem area, and makes it actionable.
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In this figure you can see that the sales B7 are lower than the budget C7, so cell D7 is showing a
downward red arrow. However Variable Expenses in B11 are less than the budget and therefore the
status indicator is a green up-arrow in D11. Cell E11 however is in orange. It indicates that the variable
expenses as a percentage to sales are higher than what was budgeted. So in fact this is an unfavorable
variance !

Part II
Give Early Warning Signals
Giving early warning signals is like predicting weather, but as they say a stitch in time saves nine! What is
the use of knowing a customer receivable has become doubtful . It is already too late.? If some warning
signals were received a few months back, this could have been prevented. This is the story everywhere.
Businesses want information on which they can act to prevent losses. By using BI technology
intelligently, reports can be made more meaningful and actionable. For example in an AR Report of an
organization which is geographically wide-spread and there are thousands of customers it would be very
difficult to find out the culprits. It would be the proverbial needle in the haystack. However, it would be
possible to apply business rules to ‘red-flag’ a customer. For example you could apply business rules like:







If the overdue amounts are >= 25% of total dues, or
If the total dues are > 25% of credit limit, or
If the potential interest loss is > 15% of overdue amount, or
If weighted average credit period is > 10% of standard credit period, or
If the sales trend for a customer is downwards, but the AR balances are flat, or
If there are no sales or no receipts from a customer in a month,

If any of the above conditions are true, then the system will flag the customer as a red flag customer.
Such rules cannot be standardized. They have to be identified in consultation with the customer. The
results of application of such rules can be startling. The report can single out the culprits amongst
thousands of customers. You can then quickly take corrective action.
The following screenshot categorizes the customers into Red Flag and Ok customers based on several
business rules.
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The following screen shot expands the Red Flag, and shows the reason wise flagging. For example row
15 is a summary of all customers who are classified as ‘NM’ meaning ‘non-moving’. These are
customers who have had no sale and no collections in a month.
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The user can then further drill down into any category to identify the customer, as shown below :
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So, in a few clicks, from over 12000 customers, we are able to locate 10 for which action is to be taken!

Don’t Trust the Law of Averages
The law of averages does not help in finding the culprits. The report must let you study the base
numbers from which the averages have been derived. Suppose you have a budgeted inventory turns
(consumption in a period divided by stock) of 4, which translates to about 90 days inventory on hand. In
actual also lets say that you get an inventory turns of 4. At the overall level, this may sound ok, but not
so for many items which may be having a much lower inventory turns. The inventory report must be
able to drill down to the item level (culprit) so that you can take corrective action.
A report such as the one given below can help you considerably :
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The above report shows at a summary level, F13 that the overall inventory turns are 4. However the
report below drills down to the item level, and shows a different story.

Figure 10

This report now shows that there are several items where the inventory turns is very low, and therefore
a cause of concern !
(All the above examples are fictitious examples created for demonstration purposes. The data was
created in MS-SQL Server on which business rules were applied and the report visualization was done in
MS-Excel Pivot Tables.)

Conclusion
The key to a good BI solution is very close interaction with the actual decision makers and identifying the
way they read and act on that report. This will give clues to identify and apply business rules on raw data
and create intelligent dimensions. The activity of identifying such intelligent dimensions, is a
continuously evolving one. These intelligent dimensions are ultimately the difference between success
and failure of a BI application from the business users’ perspective.
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